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Abstract:

The molecular characteristics of dissolved organic matter (DOM) reflect both its source material and its biogeochemical
history. In glacial systems, DOM characteristics might be expected to change over the course of a melt season as changes
in the glacier drainage system cause the mobilization of DOM from different OM pools. To test this hypothesis we used
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) of synchronous fluorescence spectra to detect and describe changes in the DOM in
meltwater from a glacier system in the Coast Mountains of northern British Columbia, Canada. For most of the melt season,
the dominant component of subglacially routed meltwater DOM is characterized by a tyrosine-like fluorophore. This DOM
component is most likely derived from supraglacial snowmelt. During periods of high discharge, a second component of DOM
is present which is humic in character and similar to DOM sampled from a nearby non-glacial stream. This DOM component
is inferred to be derived from a moss-covered soil environment that has been glacially overrun. It is probably entrained into
glacial melt waters when the supraglacial meltwater flux exceeds the capacity of the principal subglacial drainage channels and
water floods areas of the glacier bed that are normally isolated from the subglacial drainage system. Another source of DOM
also appears to be mobilized during periods of high air temperatures. It is characterized by both humic and proteinaceous
fluorophores and may be derived from the drainage of supraglacial cryoconite holes. Copyright  2009 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is a complex mixture
of compounds of varying molecular weight and reactiv-
ity which plays a central role in the biogeochemistry and
bioavailability of metals (e.g. Cabaniss, 1992; Thacker
et al., 2005), affects water column optical properties (e.g.
Kowalczuk et al., 2005), and is a potential nutrient source
for microbial communities in aquatic environments (e.g.
Coffin, 1989; Baker and Inverarity, 2004). The ecological
function of DOM depends on its molecular composi-
tion and characteristics (e.g. aromatic versus aliphatic),
which depend on its organic source material and biogeo-
chemical history. In most freshwater and coastal aquatic
environments, the primary source of DOM is plant matter
(Stedmon et al., 2003) and its degradation by biotic and
abiotic processes during transport determines its ultimate
molecular characteristics and ecological function.

In glacier systems, organic matter (OM) sources
include OM in soils and vegetation that have been over-
run during periods of glacier advance, and supraglacially-
derived OM which is derived from OM in wind-deposited
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sediment and algal production in the supraglacial (on top
of the glacier) snowpack and/or cryoconite holes in ice
at the glacier surface (e.g. Mueller et al., 2001; Porazin-
ska et al., 2004). This supraglacially-derived OM may be
transported to the glacier bed by meltwater draining ver-
tically via moulins and crevasses, and can supplement the
subglacial (beneath the glacier) OM pool. The subglacial
environment is largely inaccessible to direct observation,
and specific DOM sources and evidence of the biogeo-
chemical processes that alter DOM are not readily deter-
mined. However, because the molecular characteristics of
DOM reflect both OM source and biogeochemistry, the
characteristics of DOM in meltwater issuing from beneath
glaciers may provide an indication of OM sources and
biogeochemical processes in both supraglacial and sub-
glacial environments.

The compositional complexity of DOM imposes chal-
lenges for DOM characterization. Several analytical tech-
niques focus on characterizing specific components of
DOM (e.g. fulvic acid) even though the target component
may represent only a small portion of the bulk DOM (e.g.
McKnight et al., 1991). As a result, the remainder of the
bulk DOM remains uncharacterized. Fluorescence spec-
troscopy has emerged as a useful technique for character-
izing the fluorescence properties, and thus the molecular
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characteristics, of bulk aquatic DOM (e.g. Coble, 2007;
Hudson et al., 2007). Fluorescence techniques provide
information on the chemical characteristics of bulk DOM
as a function of its component fluorescing functional
groups (fluorophores). Fluorophores exist as a broad
range of chemical compounds that comprise DOM (e.g.
aromatic amino acids, humic material) which makes flu-
orescence spectroscopy well suited for bulk DOM char-
acterization. Specifically, synchronous fluorescence spec-
troscopy rapidly provides high-resolution identification of
DOM in bulk solutions containing multiple fluorophores
by identifying them as individual peaks in the fluores-
cence spectrum while minimizing the spectral overlap
between individual fluorophores (Ferrari and Mingazzini,
1995; Peuravuori et al., 2002).

The complexity of a multi-peaked synchronous fluores-
cence spectrum makes the detection of subtle changes in
spectral waveform from a large collection of spectra dif-
ficult. Statistical methods such as Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) have been used to decompose complex
multivariate signals into linearly independent components
that characterize the variance in a given system (e.g. Han-
nah et al., 2000; Bernat et al., 2005).

The purpose of this investigation is to use PCA to
characterize the variance in a collection of synchronous
fluorescence spectra of DOM in glacier meltwater sam-
ples that were collected over the course of a melt season
from a single glacier system and its surrounding aquatic
environments. The goal of this analysis is to (a) identify
DOM components and DOM sources; (b) detect temporal
changes in DOM components; and (c) use this informa-
tion to identify changes in either DOM source, or the
extent and characteristics of biogeochemical alteration of
a DOM source, in a glacial environment. DOM source
and composition in glacier meltwater would be expected
to change over the course of a melt season as the glacial
drainage system evolves in response to changes in surface
meltwater input (e.g. Nienow et al., 1998). As the glacier
drainage system changes, so too do the characteristics of
potential supraglacial and subglacial DOM. Furthermore,
there may be changes in the amounts of dissolved gases
(O2 and CO2) in the meltwater that is delivered to the
subglacial environment, that will influence the range of
biogeochemical processes occurring subglacially (Tranter
et al., 2005).

FIELD SITE AND METHODOLOGY

Field site: Outre Glacier

Outre Glacier (56°140N, 130°010W) is a warm-based
valley glacier (liquid water at the bed throughout the
year) located in the Coast Mountains of northwest
British Columbia, Canada (Figure 1). Outre Glacier cur-
rently terminates below the tree line (Figure 2a) in a
coastal-temperate rainforest and it likely overran rainfor-
est soils and vegetation during its Little Ice Age (LIA)
advance. It may therefore have a subglacial pool of over-
run rainforest-derived OM. Relict subglacial meltwater

OUTRE

GLACIER

Figure 1. Location of the Outre Glacier field site. Open circles indicate
sampling areas

Figure 2. Photographs showing that (a) Outre Glacier terminates below,
and is surrounded by forest vegetation; (b) the main subglacial meltwater
stream (SUB) is confined by an incised bedrock channel (N-channel) at

the Outre Glacier terminus
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drainage channels are incised into sedimentary bedrock
(N-channels) within the glacier forefield, and the main
subglacial meltwater stream (SUB) that emerges from
beneath the glacier is confined within an N-channel
(Figure 2b).

Meltwater also drains from a second subglacial out-
let (SUB2) later in the melt season, which is located
at a slightly higher elevation (1161 m a.s.l.) than SUB
(1153 m a.s.l.). SUB2 occupies a channel cut into the
unconsolidated till (<0Ð3 m) which is draped over under-
lying bedrock.

The surface of Outre Glacier is heavily crevassed
and supraglacial drainage (SUPRA) is routed via several
small streams that flow for only short distances before
descending into moulins and crevasses.

Outre Glacier also has a small marginal stream
(MARG) that flows parallel to SUB, but is separated
from it by a small drainage divide. MARG is supplied
by supraglacial meltwater from the lower ablation zone
that cascades off the glacier directly onto the proglacial
bedrock surface. Discharge in MARG was very sensi-
tive to changes in air temperature, which suggests that
this stream is fed primarily by supraglacial melt from the
lower ablation zone with no input from subglacial sources
and minimal input from seepage from surrounding areas.

A small alpine stream (Alpine Stream) drains a non-
glacierized catchment to the south of Outre Glacier
(Figure 1). This stream originates as seepage from
a moss-dominated alpine meadow and its discharge
increases with distance towards the Betty Creek valley
floor.

An unnamed warm-based valley glacier (referred to
here as South Glacier) is located to the south of Alpine
Stream (Figure 1). South Glacier currently terminates
above the tree line, but a well-defined trimline further
down valley indicates that it overran temperate rainforest
soils and vegetation during its LIA advance. In contrast to
Outre Glacier, the high terminal position of South Glacier
suggests that a significant pool of overrun OM is unlikely
to exist beneath this glacier. The inclusion of the South
Glacier sampling site permits a comparison between a
glacier lacking a significant subglacial OM pool (South
Glacier) with one with a potentially significant subglacial
OM pool (Outre Glacier).

Sampling

Meltwater from SUB and MARG was sampled at the
approximate times of daily minimum and maximum dis-
charge during July and August, 2002. SUB2 was also
sampled after flow from this source was initiated on
August 13. SUPRA meltwater was sampled from small
supraglacial streams immediately below the snowline
twice during the melt season, on July 18 and 19. The
Alpine Stream and South Glacier subglacial stream were
sampled opportunistically. On July 29, a series of sam-
ples was collected along the course of the Alpine Stream
in order to sample DOM from different rainforest envi-
ronments, as defined by differences in the dominant veg-
etation surrounding the stream (e.g. moss (Lycopodium

spp.), Sitka willow (Salix sitchensis), Sitka alder (Alnus
sinuata) and Amabilis fir (Abies amabilis)).

All water samples were collected in 250 ml amber
glass bottles. Each bottle was rinsed three times with
sample water before the analytical sample was collected.
DOM is commonly defined as that OM which passes
through a glass fibre filter (GF/F; 0Ð7 µm) (e.g. De Souza
Sierra et al., 1994; Stedmon et al., 2003; Yamashita and
Tanoue, 2003). Samples were filtered onsite using a glass
filtration apparatus that had been rinsed with 2N HCl
and deionized water and fitted with a pre-combusted
GF/F filter paper. The sample chamber was rinsed three
times with sample water before 150 ml was decanted for
filtration. The filtrate chamber was rinsed three times
with filtrate before the remainder of the sample was
filtered. The filtrate was then decanted in duplicate into
acid washed and pre-combusted 40 ml amber glass vials.
Filtered water samples were stored in the dark and kept
cool (¾5 °C) until transport to the University of Alberta
for analysis at the end of the field season.

Meltwater at the end of the field season was sampled
in duplicate. One of the duplicate samples was analysed
with all of the other fluorescence samples while the
other sample was stored and analysed after ¾3 months
(the time evolved from the stream sampling at the
beginning of the field season until spectroscopic analysis)
to determine the effect of sampling storage on DOM
characteristics. The results of the fluorescence analysis
of the duplicate samples (not shown) indicate that sample
storage did not affect DOM characteristics.

Debris-rich basal ice (BASAL) was sampled from
locations along the north margin of the Outre Glacier
terminus where glacier flow had created cavities on the
lee side of bedrock obstacles. All of the equipment used
for basal ice sampling was ethanol washed and flame
sterilized. Prior to sampling, the basal ice face was
cleaned by removing the first 10 cm of ice from the
surface. Basal ice was chipped away with a chisel and
collected in an aluminium tray and transferred into sterile
Whirlpak bags. Laboratory experimentation indicates that
sample storage in Whirlpak bags does not introduce
fluorescing compounds to the sample. The basal ice was
left to melt in a dark container in the laboratory at ambient
temperatures, filtered and stored as described for the
water samples (above).

Fluorescence analysis

After transport to the laboratory, meltwater sam-
ples were stored in the dark at 4 °C until analysis
(1 month after arrival at the University of Alberta).
Synchronous fluorescence spectra were obtained using
a SPEX Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer. The fluorom-
eter was equipped with both excitation and emission
monochromators with a Xenon lamp as an excitation
source. Scans were performed on samples that had
warmed to room temperature (21 °C) at 1 nm incre-
ments with a 0Ð1 s integration period using a 10 nm
bandwidth and an 18 nm offset (� D 18 nm) between
monochromators.
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Water samples were contained within a quartz glass
cuvette with a 10 nm pathlength. All spectra were Raman
corrected by subtracting the synchronous spectrum of
deionized water derived under identical scanning con-
ditions. All scans were dark corrected and internally cor-
rected to compensate for variations in lamp performance.
The shapes of synchronous spectra are a function of �.
Multiple synchronous scans were performed on several
meltwater samples using different offsets and a � of
18 nm was found to provide the best resolution of the
multiple fluorophores that were present in the samples
(data not shown).

Other studies (e.g. Miano and Senesi, 1992; Peuravuori
et al., 2002) also found that � D 18 nm is optimal for
samples which contain multiple fluorophores, such as
are found in fulvic and humic acid samples. Studies
that use a different � will report a different spectral
peak wavelength for identical fluorophores, and the
magnitude of this difference will be proportional to the
difference in � used. Because of this, care must be
taken when comparing spectral peak wavelengths from
different studies. However, even although peak positions
may change, studies using similar � will report peak
wavelengths within a region, and this region can be used
to compare spectral peaks between studies.

Similarly, fluorophore spectral peak locations derived
using different fluorescence spectroscopic techniques
may occur within a similar range. For example, the emis-
sion wavelength for spectral peak locations cited for
fluorophores identified using the total luminescence tech-
nique, from which excitation-emission matrices (EEMs)
can be derived, can potentially be used to define a region
on the synchronous fluorescence spectrum where similar
fluorophores would be expected to be found, especially
when relatively low � are used (e.g. Sierra et al., 2005).
All of the synchronous spectra obtained in this study were
smoothed using a centred 4 point discrete average with
a 1 point overlap and normalized to the highest peak
within each individual spectrum to ensure that the PCA
focused on identifying variations in spectral shape (fluo-
rophore composition) rather than spectral intensity. Flu-
orophore identification was based on comparisons with
results reported in the literature (Table I).

Principal components analysis (PCA)

PCA was performed using STATISTICA v.5 (StatSoft)
statistical software. PCA is used to identify principal
components (PCs) that can be interpreted as ‘type’
spectra that permit the identification of compounds which
comprise, and account for the bulk of the variation in,
the fluorescence spectra of DOM derived from the Outre
Glacier region. The potential non-independence of the
spectral data collected here, which is common in time
series datasets and which may invalidate the use of
PCA where the goal is inferential in nature, should not
affect the descriptive nature of the analysis presented here
(Jolliffe, 1986).

Several PCAs were conducted on the fluorescence
spectra from Outre Glacier and surrounding environ-
ments. The first PCA included all of the fluorescence
spectra collected during the field season (referred to as
TOTAL). A data matrix was constructed where spectra
from each sample were arranged chronologically as vari-
ables (x axis) within each glacier environment that was
sampled (SUB, SUB2, MARG, Alpine Stream, South
Glacier, BASAL, SUPRA). The y axis consisted of the
normalized fluorescence that is associated with a given
wavelength. The input matrix consisted of 137 variables
(spectra) and 101 cases (wavelengths). PCAs were also
conducted for individual environments. The spectra for
individual environments were arranged in chronological
order as outlined above for the TOTAL PCA. All matri-
ces were rotated using the Varimax Raw algorithm (when
more than one PC was retained) to maximize the variance
between spectra (columns) and maximize the loading on
individual PCs in the data matrix (StatSoft, 1995).

The data matrix was ill-conditioned for all of the PCAs.
Ill-conditioning is the result of a high degree of inter-
correlation among the variables. This is not unexpected
with the dataset being analysed here as minor changes
in DOM source and biogeochemical history will result
in subtle changes in spectral waveform over the time
series from a single environment, and would be expected
to result in a high degree of correlation. To correct for
this, and to permit the PCA, STATISTICA artificially
reduces the degree of inter-correlation between variables
by adding a small constant to the diagonal of the data
matrix. The PC factor patterns are not affected by this
procedure, but the estimates of the percentage of variance
in the dataset accounted for by each PC will not be exact
(StatSoft, 1995). However, the relative magnitudes of the
percentage of variance explained by each PC should be
retained.

RESULTS

The average synchronous fluorescence spectrum for the
DOM in all 137 water samples indicates that the DOM
is composed of 4 main fluorophores with several poorly
resolved fluorophores at longer wavelengths (Figure 3).
The standard deviations associated with each spectral
peak suggest that the relative contribution of each fluo-
rophore to the bulk fluorescence varies between samples
and that the magnitude of the standard deviation varies
between fluorophores over the time series. The presence
of a shoulder on the 420 nm peak and the asymmetry
of the 365 nm peak suggest that additional fluorophores
may be present but that they are ill-defined in the aver-
age spectrum plot. PCA is used here to help resolve these
complexities.

TOTAL PCA

The PCA of all 137 synchronous spectra (TOTAL
PCA) yielded 2 PCs that account for 95% of the variance
(Figure 4). The plots of PCA factor scores (values for
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Table I. Fluorescence peak designation

compound (scan parameter) peak wavelength (nm) source

phenylalanine standard (EEM) 255–265 Yamashika and Tanoue, 2003
phenylalanine (� D 10 nm) 263 Sikorska et al., 2004
tyrosine-like (EEM) 265–280 Yamashika and Tanoue, 2003
tyrosine standard (EEM) 270–275 Yamashika and Tanoue, 2003
monoaromatics (� D 25 nm) 270–300 Ferrari and Mingazzini, 1995
protein- and/or phenol-like (� D 20 nm) 275 Sierra et al., 2005
aromatic amono acids (� D 18 nm) 280 Peuravuori et al., 2002
tyrosine (� D 10 nm) 283 Sikorska et al., 2004
tyrosine-like (EEM) 275 Coble, 1996
tryptophan-like (EEM) 275 Coble, 1996
tryptophan-like (EEM) 275–285 Yamashika and Tanoue, 2003
tyrosine (� D 25 nm) 277 Ferrari and Mingazzini, 1995
tryptophan standard (EEM) 280 Yamashika and Tanoue, 2003
tryptophan (� D 10 nm) 296 Sikorska et al., 2004
tryptophan (� D 25 nm) 291 Ferrari and Mingazzini, 1995
marine humic (EEM) 300–330 Yamashika and Tanoue, 2003
protein-like (� D 18 nm) 307 Lombardi and Jardim, 1999
protein-like (tyrosine) (EEM) 309–321 Hudson et al., 2007
2 condensed ring systems (� D 25 nm) 310–370 Ferrari and Mingazzini, 1995
marine humic-like (EEM) 312 Coble, 1996
fulvic acid (soil extract) (EEM) 315 Yamashika and Tanoue, 2003
soil fulvic acid (� D 18 nm) 317 Lombardi and Jardim, 1999
naphthalene (� D 18 nm) 330 Peuravuori et al., 2002
napthalene (EEM) 340–370 Baker and Curry, 2004
protein-like (tryptophan) (EEM) 340–381 Hudson et al., 2007
humic-like (EEM) 350 Coble, 1996
humic (EEM) 350–365 Yamashika and Tanoue, 2003
fulvic acid (� D 18 nm) 357–457 Miano and Senesi, 1992
marine DOM (� D 18 nm) 352 Lombardi and Jardim, 1999
polycyclic aromatics (4 benzene) (� D 18 nm) 355 Peuravuori et al., 2002
fulvic acid (� D 25 nm) 370–400 Ferrari and Mingazzini, 1995
marine humic-like (EEM) 380–420 Hudson et al., 2007
Suwannee River fulvic acid (standard) (� D 20 nm) 400 Chen et al., 2003
polycyclic aromatics (5 benzene) (� D 18 nm) 400 Peuravuori et al., 2002
humic-like (EEM) 400–500 Hudson et al., 2007
fulvic acid (� D 18 nm) 400–520 Miano et al., 1988
humic acid (� D 18 nm) 405–495 Miano and Senesi, 1992
polycyclic aromatics (7 benzene) (� D 18 nm) 460 Peuravuori et al., 2002
lignin descriptors (� D 18 nm) 460 Peuravuori et al., 2002
humic acid (� D 20 nm) 470 Chen et al., 2003
humic acid (� D 25 nm) 470 and above Ferrari and Mingazzini, 1995
humic acid (� D 18 nm) 475–480 Miano et al., 1988
humic acid standard (� D 25 nm) 475 Ferrari and Mingazzini, 1995
soil fulvic acid (� D 18 nm) 486 Lombardi and Jardim, 1999
phycoerithine (algal pigment) (� D 18 nm) 566 Lombardi and Jardim, 1999

each case) versus wavelength provide an indication of the
spectral waveform of each PC and therefore identify the
fluorophores that contribute to the variance in the spectral
signals. A comparison between the fluorophores detected
here and those that have previously been characterized as
specific compounds (Table I) permits a tentative identifi-
cation of the fluorophores detected in this study.

TOTAL PC1 (91% of the variance) is associated with
a single fluorophore at 273 nm (Figure 4), which is
indicative of protein-like moiety in the DOM, specifically
tyrosine (Tables I, II). TOTAL PC2 (4% of the variance)
is associated with a primary fluorophore that is centred at
363 nm (Figure 4), which is indicative of humic material,
specifically fulvic acid (Tables I, II). Humic material is
a general term that is used to describe material formed
by the abiotic condensation of reduced OM and includes

humic acid (water soluble at pH > 2), fulvic acid (water
soluble at any pH) and humin (insoluble in water) (Sylvia
et al., 1999).

The loading of each spectrum on each PC provides
an indication of how well each PC correlates with an
individual synchronous fluorescence spectrum. Figure 5
shows that spectra from samples that load heavily on each
PC are distinct. This demonstrates that the PCs capture
features that are present in the fluorescence spectra and
are not artefacts of the PCA.

The loadings of individual spectra on each TOTAL PC
are displayed in Figure 6. Both TOTAL PCs show vari-
ance in loading over the course of the melt season and
trends in PC loading can be discerned. Spectra from the
lower reaches of the Alpine Stream load most heavily on
TOTAL PC1 and BASAL spectra load most heavily on
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Figure 3. The average synchronous fluorescence spectrum from Outre
Glacier (n D 116). The shaded area indicates one standard deviation from

the mean

TOTAL PC2 (Figures 5, 6) suggesting that lower Alpine
Stream DOM exhibits tyrosine-like fluorescence while
basal ice (BASAL) spectra exhibit humic-like fluores-
cence. Furthermore, loading on TOTAL PC1 increases in
subglacial meltwater until August 14 (day 226); where-
after loading on TOTAL PC1 decrease significantly
(t-test, P < 0Ð05). Loading on TOTAL PC2 increase, after
August 14 until the end of the monitoring period. This
shift in spectral loading on August 14 coincides with the
initiation of meltwater flow from SUB2. Spectra from
SUB2 load similarly on TOTAL PCs 1 and 2. Of note
is the sharp increase in TOTAL PC1 loading on August
13 (day 225; Figure 6). This increase in TOTAL PC1
loading is indicative of an increase in the tyrosine-like
fluorophore (TOTAL PC1) in the bulk DOM spectral
waveform (Figure 4, Table II). Loading on the spectra
from South Glacier on TOTAL PCs 1 and 2 resembles
that from SUB at the beginning of the monitoring period.
This suggests that South Glacier DOM is similar to DOM
in Outre Glacier subglacial meltwater early in the melt
season.

Although TOTAL PC1 accounts for the majority of the
variance (91%) in the spectra from all 137 samples, there

Figure 4. TOTAL PCA factor scores vs. spectral wavelength. These plots
indicate which spectral shapes are associated with the variance in the
overall signal, which is used to identify the fluorophores that contribute
to the variance in the Outre Glacier DOM. The bracketed values indicate

the percent of the overall variance that each PC represents

are some spectra that load more heavily on TOTAL PC2.
For the purpose of comparison, the loadings for TOTAL

Table II. Principal component summary

Principal Component Fluorophore Dominant Fluorophore Identification

GROUP 1

TOTAL PC1 273Ł protein-like (tyrosine)
SUBGLACIAL PC1 268Ł, 304 protein-like (tyrosine)
MARG PC1 268Ł, 363 protein-like (tyrosine)
ALPINE STREAM 273Ł, 313, 363, 420, 477 protein-like (tyrosine)
SOUTH GLACIER 273Ł, 313, 363, 420, 477 protein-like (tyrosine)

GROUP 2

TOTAL PC2 273, 322, 347, 365Ł, 414, 479, 531 humic-like
SUBGLACIAL PC2 273, 322, 365Ł, 414, 479, 534 humic-like
MARG PC2 237, 322Ł, 414, 477, 534 humic-like
BASAL 273, 322, 347, 365Ł, 420, 479, 534 humic-like

Ł indicates the dominant fluorphore.
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Figure 5. The relationship between the shape of each TOTAL PC and the shape of individual spectra that load strongly on them. Note that strong
loadings indicate a similarity between spectral shapes of the TOTAL PCs and the individual spectra

PC1 are plotted against those for TOTAL PC2 (Figure 7).
Although the spectrum which corresponds to the August
13 SUB sample (spectrum 34) does not fall outside 2
standard deviations of the mean, it is loaded the most
strongly on TOTAL PC1 and most weakly on TOTAL
PC2 of any of the SUB samples (Figure 6). This suggests
that the SUB DOM has a predominantly tyrosine-like
character on August 13. Other spectra that load most
significantly on TOTAL PC1, relative to TOTAL PC2, are
the spectra from the lower reaches of the Alpine Stream
and from MARG on August 14 (Figure 7).

Similar to the decrease in SUB spectral loading on
TOTAL PC1 on August 14, the MARG spectral loading
on TOTAL PC1 decreases significantly (t-test, P < 0Ð05)
to levels that are similar to TOTAL PC2 loading on
August 15 (day 227, Figure 6) and persists until August
20 (day 232). This indicates that the DOM in supraglacial
meltwater changed from predominantly tyrosine-like to
more humic-like from August 15–20. While this is not
the first time that TOTAL PC1 loading decreases in the
supraglacial environment, it is the only time that this
decrease persists for several days.

Spectra from supraglacial meltwater samples (MARG)
load more heavily on TOTAL PC1 relative to TOTAL
PC2 than do spectra from the subglacial environment
for most of the melt season (Figure 6). This indicates
that the supraglacial DOM is different than subglacial
DOM. Thus, there will therefore be more variance in the
spectral dataset when both supraglacial and subglacial
fluorescence spectra are analysed together. Therefore,

a PCA of spectra from individual environments (e.g.
subglacial, supraglacial) would be less influenced by
variance due to the influence of spectra from other
environments and might provide more information on the
characteristics of specific pools of DOM within the study
area.

Figure 8 depicts the PCs identified by a PCA of each
environment at the Outre Glacier site. Note that the
factor scores for SUB and SUB2 are perfectly corre-
lated (r2 D 1; Table III). Therefore, a single PCA was
performed on spectra from SUB and SUB2 to char-
acterize DOM from the subglacial environment (SUB-
GLACIAL). For the sake of discussion, the PCs can
be divided into two groups (Table II): Group 1 includes
those PCs where the tyrosine-like fluorophore is the pri-
mary peak (SUBGLACIAL PC1, MARG PC1, Alpine
Stream, South Glacier) and are more similar to TOTAL
PC1. Group 2 includes those PCs that do not have the
tyrosine-like fluorophore as the primary peak (SUB-
GLACIAL PC2, MARG PC2, BASAL) and is more
similar to TOTAL PC2.

Group 1: TOTAL PC1, SUBGLACIAL PC1, MARG PC1,
Alpine Stream, South Glacier

Tyrosine biosynthesis occurs in both plants and
microorganisms and is derived from chorismate, a prod-
uct of the shikimate pathway (Schmid and Amrhein,
1999). Microbial tyrosine biosynthesis occurs in the cyto-
plasm where 90% of chorismate is used for amino acid
synthesis whereas in plants it is believed to occur in the
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chloroplasts and is both less efficient than microbial tyro-
sine biosynthesis and produces secondary products such
as lignin precursors and quinones (Schmid and Amrhein,
1999). Due to a tendency to transfer energy to other func-
tional groups, tyrosine typically only fluoresces in the
absence of associated tryptophan (Creighton, 1993) or
humic substances (Yamashita and Tanoue, 2003). This
suggests that the tyrosine detected in this study is indica-
tive of either freshly produced amino acid that has not
undergone molecular condensation and humification or
bonded to existing humic material, or that there is insuf-
ficient humic material present to bind to all of the tyro-
sine in the meltwater. Furthermore, the existence of the
prominent tyrosine fluorophore in TOTAL PC1, MARG
PC1 and SUBGLACIAL PC1, and the absence of strong
tryptophan, pigment or free quinone peaks suggest that
the production of tyrosine is a product of a microbial
metabolic pathway. These two lines of evidence suggest
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Figure 8. The spectral waveform for the PCs from each environment. The bracketed values indicate the percent of the variation that each PC
represents. Note that the sample size for SUPRA was insufficient for PCA (n D 2) so the average spectrum is plotted here

that a microbial source is responsible for the observed
tyrosine fluorescence.

A shoulder (304 nm) appears on the tyrosine peak in
SUBGLACIAL PC1 (Figure 8). This coincides with the
spectral range that is cited for protein-like fluorescence
(Table I; Lombardi and Jardim, 1999). The presence of
this fluorophore could result from either the presence of
tryptophan or tyrosine metabolites (e.g. catechol) in the
DOM (e.g. Determann et al., 1998). The presence of the

tyrosine peak suggests the latter because tyrosine fluo-
rescence is transferred to tryptophan if both amino acids
are present (Yamashita and Tanoue, 2003). The expres-
sion of the tyrosine-like fluorophore suggests that such
an energy transfer is not occurring and that tryptophan is
not present.

A similar phenomenon is observed in MARG PC2
where the main aromatic amino acid peak (268 nm) is
slightly blue-shifted relative to TOTAL PC1 (273 nm),
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Table III. Correlation matrix for PC scores

TOTAL
PC1

TOTAL
PC2

TOTAL
PC3

TOTAL
PC4

SUB SUB2 SUBGL-
ACIAL

PC1

SUBGL-
ACIAL

PC2

MARG
PC1

MARG
PC2

Alpine
Stream

South
Glacier

BASAL

TOTAL PC1 1 0 0 0 0Ð65 0Ð60 0Ð92 �0Ð70 0Ð91 �0Ð06 0Ð86 0Ð65 0Ð20
TOTAL PC2 1 0 0 0Ð58 0Ð59 0Ð02 0Ð85 0Ð04 0Ð84 0Ð44 0Ð58 0Ð95
SUB 1 1 0Ð75 0Ð66 0Ð78 0Ð62 0Ð93 1 0Ð78
SUB2 1 0Ð71 0Ð70 0Ð76 0Ð64 0Ð91 1 0Ð79
SUBGLACIAL PC1 1 0 0Ð88 0Ð15 0Ð87 0Ð75 0Ð27
SUBGLACIAL PC2 1 0Ð19 0Ð76 0Ð42 0Ð66 0Ð86
MARG PC1 1 0 0Ð88 0Ð78 0Ð29
MARG PC2 1 0Ð41 0Ð61 0Ð86
Alpine Stream 1 0Ð93 0Ð65
South Glacier 1 0Ð77
BASAL 1

but is still indicative of the presence of tyrosine
(Tables I, III).

Group 2: TOTAL PC2, SUBGLACIAL PC2, MARG PC2,
BASAL

The dominant peak in the TOTAL PC2, SUB-
GLACIAL PC2 and BASAL spectral waveforms is
located at 365 nm with secondary peaks at 414 nm and
479 nm (Figures 4 and 8) and is indicative of the pres-
ence of humic material (Tables I, II). The two shoul-
ders on the main humic material peak at 322 nm and
347 nm (TOTAL PC2 and BASAL) fall within the spec-
tral range cited for fulvic acid (Table I). The fact that
these two shoulders bracket the naphthalene spectral
region (330 nm; Table I) suggests that the humic mate-
rial indicated by these two shoulders is derived from
a refractory, possibly ligneous, source of OM. A fluo-
rophore at 322 nm forms the prominent peak in MARG
PC2 and is indicative of humic material (Figure 8;
Tables I, II).

The presence of multiple fluorophores suggests a
multiple source contribution to the DOM represented
by the Group 2 PCs. This is similar to the spectral
waveform characteristic of soil humic material (e.g.
Miano and Senesi, 1992). Soil humic material is a product
of the abiotic molecular condensation of a wide range of
organic compounds that are derived from the surrounding
environment (Sylvia et al., 1999). In the case of Group
2 PCs, a combination of both labile (amino acid) and
recalcitrant (humic material) OM sources contribute to
the PC waveform. Furthermore, the presence of both
tyrosine and humic material fluorescence suggests that
the amino acid is not closely associated with the humic
material because complete energy transfer from tyrosine
to humic material has not occurred. The presence of an
amino acid that is not associated with humic material
would be expected in a soil environment where both
biotic and abiotic processes are occurring simultaneously
and fresh amino acids are produced or where water with
pre-existing amino acids is mixing with humic material
but has not yet bonded.

In summary, TOTAL PC1, SUBGLACIAL PC1,
MARG PC1 and the Alpine Stream PC are correlated

(Table III) and show a dominant fluorophore at 273 nm
that is indicative of a protein-like fluorophore, likely
tyrosine. The South Glacier and SUPRA average spec-
trum also have their dominant fluorophore at 273 nm
(Figure 8, Table II). The existence of the prominent
protein-like fluorophore and the absence of fluorophores
which are indicative of tryptophan, pigment or quinone
peaks suggest that the tyrosine which is detected in
Group 1 PCs is derived from a microbial source which
is found in the supraglacial environment. TOTAL PC2,
SUBGLACIAL PC2, MARG PC2 and BASAL are cor-
related (Table III) and show dominant fluorophores at
longer wavelengths which are indicative of humic mate-
rial (Figure 8, Table II). Of note is the fluorophore that
occurs at 322 nm, the spectral region which is cited
for soil fulvic acid (317 nm) and naphthalene (330 nm;
Table I). The presence of this fluorophore suggests that
the humic material in the spectra which are associated
with TOTAL PC2, SUBGLACIAL PC2, MARG PC2 and
BASAL may be derived from a refractory soil-derived
and/or vascular plant source.

INTERPRETATION

The PCA of synchronous fluorescence spectra from Outre
Glacier and surrounding environments yields 2 PCs that
pick out several distinct fluorophores and account for
95% of the overall variance in the original spectra dataset.
The spectral shape of each PC permits the identification
of spectral ‘types’ which, depending on the fluorophores
present in each PC and the relative loading of each PC on
individual spectra, provide useful information concerning
DOM composition and the relative contributions of dif-
ferent DOM sources to the original fluorescence spectra.

The most significant PC (TOTAL PC1) accounts for
91% of the variance in the full set of 137 fluorescent
spectra, as well as the majority of variance in each
sub-environment (except for basal ice; Figure 8), and
is associated with a fluorophore that is indicative of a
fresh microbial source of protein-like (tyrosine) DOM
(Table II). The tyrosine fluorophore also features strongly
in the SUPRA average plot (Figure 8). A second PC
(TOTAL PC2) is characterized by fluorophores that
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correspond to humic material. It accounts for 4% of the
variance in the full set of spectra but accounts for 95%
of the variance in basal ice spectra (Figure 8).

In subglacial meltwater samples there is a decrease
in TOTAL PC1 loading and a corresponding increase in
TOTAL PC2 loading on August 14, the day that flow
from SUB2 was initiated (Figure 6). The initiation of
subglacial meltwater flow from SUB2 is indicative of a
change in the subglacial hydraulic system. The coincident
change in DOM characteristics with the change in
subglacial hydrology suggests that there is a hydrological
control on the molecular characteristics of DOM in
subglacial meltwater.

Conceptual model of subglacial meltwater drainage

The subglacial drainage system is generally viewed as
having channelized and distributed components (Hubbard
and Nienow, 1997). A network of linked cavities that
covers a large area of the bed typically characterizes
the distributed system and basal meltwater flows more
slowly through this system than through the major
subglacial channels. The distributed system is more likely
to sequester meltwater and material which is derived
from basal ice melt and subglacial sediments while the
main channels drain supraglacially-derived meltwater and
material that are delivered to the glacier bed via moulins
and crevasses. When the supraglacial meltwater flux to
basal channels exceeds channel capacity, overflow from
the main conduits to the distributed system occurs and
supraglacially derived meltwater may mix with meltwater
and material from the distributed drainage system. As the
volume of water in the channelized system decreases, or
the channel volume increases to accommodate an increase
in water flux (for example channel enlargement by
melting of the ice that forms the roof of N-channel), the
hydraulic gradient reverses and flow from the distributed
system to the channelized system occurs. As a result
of this mixing between meltwater in the channelized
and distributed drainage systems, DOM in the bulk
subglacial meltwater would reflect characteristics of both
supraglacially and subglacially derived OM.

Subglacial DOM

The initiation of meltwater discharge from SUB2
on August 14 suggests that the meltwater flux in the
main subglacial channel has increased. An increase in
water depth in the main proglacial channel (Figure 9a),
which is associated with relatively high daily average
air temperatures (Figure 9b) on August 14, supports this
hypothesis and is indicative of increased meltwater flux
from the subglacial drainage system.

During periods of relatively low supraglacial meltwa-
ter input to the channelized component of the drainage
system, and prior to the initiation of flow from SUB2,
supraglacially-derived DOM dominates the fluorescence
spectrum of subglacial DOM. Increases in the loading
of SUB spectra on TOTAL PC1 (e.g. August 13 (day
225); Figures 6 and 7) may be indicative of supraglacial
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Figure 9. (a) the manually recorded water depth at a fixed point in the
proglacial stream channel; (b) air temperature recorded at Stewart, B.C.,
which is located at sea level ¾ 30 km from Outre Glacier. The shaded
area indicates the period of time when the TOTAL PC loadings shift in
the subglacial and marginal streams. Note that the shift corresponds to a

period of high daily minimum temperatures

flushing due to relatively high daily average air tem-
peratures. The fact that the protein-like fluorophore is
associated with tyrosine (Tables I, II) and is prominent
in the supraglacial spectra (SUPRA and MARG PC1)
supports the hypothesis that the protein-like fluorophore
may be derived from tyrosine production in supraglacial
snow and ice melt.

During periods of relatively high supraglacial melt-
water input, the hydraulic gradient from the channelized
system to the distributed system creates a hydraulic con-
nection between the two systems, as indicated by flow
from SUB2 on August 14 (Figure 6). During periods
of decreasing subglacial meltwater discharge, when the
hydraulic gradient is from the distributed system to the
channelized system, DOM derived from a humic source
(as expressed most strongly in BASAL spectra; Figure 6)
becomes a more prominent contributor to the subglacial
DOM spectra. TOTAL PC1 loadings in SUB were signif-
icantly lower after August 14, indicating that the molec-
ular characteristics of the subglacial DOM were different
than they were earlier in the season.
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The similarity between TOTAL PC1 and TOTAL PC2
loadings in SUB and SUB2 after August 14 (Figure 6a)
suggests that a hydraulic connection has been established
between the channelized and distributed drainage sys-
tems where supraglacially derived meltwater (containing
protein-like DOM) is able to mix with meltwater from the
distributed system (containing humic-like DOM), produc-
ing bulk subglacial meltwater which contains both types
of DOM.

Just as discharge in the proglacial stream on August
14 was relatively high and corresponded to a relatively
high daily minimum temperature, stream discharge was
lower after August 14 and corresponded to relatively low
minimum temperatures (Figure 9a, b). This suggests that
after August 14, the hydraulic pressure in the channelized
system was low thus promoting flow from the distributed
system to the channelized system. The DOM that is
represented by TOTAL PC2 has a similar fluorescence
spectrum to SUBGLACIAL PC2 (Figure 8) and they are
highly loaded on the BASAL spectra (Figures 6 and 7).
They reflect a humic source of OM (Table II) and are
most similar to the PC of streamflow from a moss-
covered alpine meadow, as indicated by relatively high
TOTAL PC2 loadings on upper Alpine Stream spectra
(103 and 104; Figure 6). Again, the change in hydraulic
pressure in the channelized system permitted the mixing
of humic-like DOM from the distributed system with
protein-like DOM in the bulk subglacial meltwater.

Spectra from subglacial meltwater at South Glacier
resembles that found in Outre Glacier subglacial melt-
water in the early melt season. This suggests that South
Glacier does not have a significant pool of OM in the
distributed component of its subglacial drainage system
and/or its subglacial drainage system does not access a
subglacial OM pool in the same manner that is observed
at Outre Glacier. The fact that the terminus at South
Glacier is located above the tree line supports the former
hypothesis.

Supraglacial DOM

Hydrological conditions also govern the mobilization
of DOM in the supraglacial environment. While the
majority of the DOM that is mobilized supraglacially
appears to be derived from a microbial source in the
supraglacial snowpack, periods of exceptional melt may
have stimulated the mobilization of OM from a secondary
source, as represented by MARG PC2. Differences in
the spectral waveform between MARG PC2 and SUB-
GLACIAL PC2 (Figure 8) suggest that the molecular
characteristics of the secondary OM source are differ-
ent between the two environments. For example, while
both MARG PC2 and SUBGLACIAL PC2 have pri-
mary peaks that are indicative of humic material, those
in MARG PC2 are indicative of a less condensed form
of humic material than those in SUBGLACIAL PC2, as
indicated by the shorter wavelength position of the pri-
mary peak. Additionally, the protein-like fluorophore is
present as a well-defined peak in SUBGLACIAL PC2,

while it appears as a shoulder on the humic peak in
MARG PC2.

In addition to these spectral shape differences, the
timing of shifts in MARG spectral loadings on TOTAL
PC1 and TOTAL PC2 also suggest that the source
of this humic OM differed between the MARG and
SUBGLACIAL environments. The sharp decrease in
TOTAL PC1 loading occurred on August 15 (day 227)
in MARG, a day later than it did in SUB (August
14). In SUB, this decrease in loading on TOTAL PC1
persisted until the end of the monitoring period due to
the establishment of a hydrological connection between
the subglacial channelized and distributed systems. The
TOTAL PC2 increase in MARG persisted for only
5 days, until August 20 (day 232). These lines of
evidence indicate that while the secondary source of OM
in the subglacial environment may be overrun soil, most
likely from a moss-covered environment, the secondary
source of OM in MARG is different, although also
derived from a soil-related environment.

A possible source of soil-related OM to the supraglacial
environment is wind-blown sediment that has been
deposited on the glacier surface and/or accumulated in
cryoconite holes. Cryoconite holes are cylindrical depres-
sions that result from the melting of dark wind-blown sed-
iment into the glacier surface (Porazinska et al., 2004).
Microbial communities are known to exist in cryoconite
holes (Porazinska et al., 2004; Mueller et al., 2001), so
cryoconite OM may have both microbial and terrestrial
characteristics, as is observed in the MARG PC2 spec-
tral waveform. The event that stimulated the flux of
microbially derived DOM from the supraglacial snow-
pack to the subglacial environment on August 13 (likely
melt induced flushing) also stimulated a mobilization of
a secondary source of OM in the lower ablation zone.
It should be noted that air temperatures rose between
August 12–15, after a relatively cooler period (August
7–11), and that minimum air temperatures were the high-
est recorded during the observation period (Figure 9b).

At Outre Glacier, most of the cryoconite holes are
located higher in elevation (¾1250 m a.s.l.) where the
glacier surface slope is gentle enough to permit the accu-
mulation of supraglacial sediment and the mobilization
of the cryoconite DOM pool requires either a lowering
of the glacier surface to below the cryoconite water level
(e.g. Boon and Sharp, 2003) or supraglacial water flow
through the cryoconite. The time lag between the sub-
glacial change in OM properties in response to the melt
event and the response in MARG may reflect the amount
of time required to mobilize the DOM characterized by
TOTAL PC2 and MARG PC2. Thus, the detection of
cryoconite-derived DOM at the MARG sampling point
would be delayed by either the supraglacial transit time
required for meltwater to flow over the glacier surface
and/or the time required to lower the glacier surface to
allow cryoconite-derived meltwater to spill from the hole.

The small scale, high frequency (diurnal; Figure 6)
variation in spectral loading on each PC that occurs
throughout the subglacial and MARG records is likely the
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result of hydrological variations in each environment. For
example, changes in subglacial water pressure in response
to supraglacial melt or precipitation input will control
subglacial meltwater flow routing and DOM transport
between the channelized and distributed drainage sys-
tems. Likewise, changes in supraglacial melt or precipi-
tation will affect the mobilization of supraglacial DOM
to MARG.

Non-glacial DOM

The spectra from the forested reaches of the Alpine
Stream load most highly on TOTAL PC1 (mean D 0Ð94,
Figure 6). This is an unexpected result because a higher
proportion of fluorophores that are associated with vascu-
lar plant material (e.g. lignin biopolymers) or soils (e.g.
humic material), which is represented by the fluorophores
characteristic of TOTAL PC2, would be expected in
the DOM from the mature forest reaches of the Alpine
Stream because of its proximity to mature forest vegeta-
tion and developed soils. A possible explanation for this
result is that the physically larger fraction of OM (POM
(particulate organic matter), >0Ð7 µm) may be vascular
plant derived while the finer fraction (DOM, <0Ð7 µm),
which is considered here, may be derived from microbes
in the water column (e.g. McKnight et al., 1997). Spec-
tra from the upper reaches of the Alpine Stream (waters
draining from an alpine moss-covered soil environment)
load heavily on TOTAL PC2, which suggests that vas-
cular plant biopolymers and/or humic material are suf-
ficiently small to be detected as DOM. This would be
expected where vascular plant material is sparse and/or
degraded into smaller biopolymers or where environmen-
tal conditions are conducive to the formation of humic
material.

The upper Alpine Stream samples were taken from
seepage flow that drains a moss covered meadow above
the tree line in the non-glacierized catchment. This
suggests that the soils in this area have high pore
water content and that organic matter input to the soil
environment is most likely derived from the moss cover
rather than tree and/or root material. Wet conditions, in
association with a largely non-ligneous plant OM input,
favour the abiotic condensation of recalcitrant OM (non-
microbial) to form humic material (Sylvia et al., 1999).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

PCA has been shown to be an effective technique for
identifying the constituent components of synchronous
fluorescence spectra of DOM from Outre Glacier. The
DOM in water and basal ice at Outre Glacier and
surrounding environments is composed of several flu-
orophores. These contribute to the bulk DOM fluores-
cence in different environments in varying degrees and
at different times over the course of the melt season.
PCA identifies 2 ‘type’ fluorescence spectra (PCs), which
account for 95% of the total variation in the spectral
signal. The waveforms of each of these PCs indicate

that a protein-like (tyrosine) fluorophore, which may be
derived from microbial biosynthesis in the supraglacial
snowpack (TOTAL PC1), accounts for 91% of the vari-
ance in the overall spectral signal. This fluorophore
also features prominently in the spectra from the Outre
Glacier subglacial (SUBGLACIAL PC1), South Glacier
subglacial (South Glacier PC), ice marginal (MARG
PC1) and supraglacial (SUPRA) streams. The remain-
ing PC displays a spectral waveform consisting of fluo-
rophores which are indicative of a humic or a vascular
plant/soil-derived source of DOM (TOTAL PC2). These
fluorophores are also prominent in the lower order PCs
from the individual environments (SUBGLACIAL PC2,
MARG PC2) and in the basal ice spectra (BASAL PC).

Microbial DOM is flushed from the snowpack at Outre
Glacier and transported through moulins and crevasses
to the subglacial environment. This DOM dominates
the DOM spectra in the supraglacial meltwater, but a
second DOM pool which displays fluorophores which
are indicative of humic material and may result from the
drainage of supraglacial cryoconite holes, also contributes
to the supraglacial DOM flux from August 15–20.

A second humic source of DOM is expressed more
strongly in basal ice and in meltwater that has flowed
through the distributed component of the subglacial
drainage system. This suggests that a subglacial pool of
DOM exists beneath Outre Glacier and may be derived
from overrun moss-cover and underlying soil.

Hydrological flow conditions govern the mobilization
of DOM in both the subglacial and supraglacial envi-
ronment. An increased flux of supraglacial meltwater to
the subglacial channelized system promotes meltwater
flow, and thus a DOM flux, to the distributed system.
A decrease in flow in the channelized system reverses
the hydraulic gradient and promotes the flow of sub-
glacial meltwater (and DOM) from the distributed system
to the channelized system. A similar process has been
described for subglacial dissolved solute transport (e.g.
Tranter et al., 1997).

While no clear indication of specific biogeochemical
alteration to OM is evident from the analysis performed
here, the presence of amino-acid fluorophores and humic
fluorophores in the same PC (e.g. TOTAL PC2) suggests
that the amino acids are recently produced and have not
bound to humic material, which may be indicative of
recent microbial biosynthesis.

Thus, the flux of DOM from Outre Glacier is dynamic.
Given the strong influence of glacier hydrology to
the characteristics of the net DOM flux, it may be
possible to predict the characteristics of DOM exported
from glacier systems given an understanding of both
the characteristics of the various OM pools in the
glacier system and characteristics of the specific glacier’s
seasonal hydrologic development.
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